Interactive exhibitions by Cnr

Artico. An interactive journey to the North Pole
Edition: 5
Visitors: 8,850
Produced in 2016

Laser
Luce oltre l’orizzonte
Laser. Light beyond the horizon
Edition: 3
Visitors: 16,294
Produced in 2010

Semplice Complesso
Simple and Complex
Edition: 21
Visitors: 187,000
Produced in 2000

Italy of the Future
Edition: 12
Visitors: 250,000
Produced in 2013

ScienceFiction
Edition: 1
Visitors: 6,800
Produced in 2009

Agorà. Science and mathematics from the ancient Mediterranean region
Edition: 5
Visitors: 104,802
Produced in 2011

The Wonders of Science
Edition: 6
Visitors: 35,900
Produced in 2003

609,646 Visitors

We were in

Area Vivente
@Città dei Bambini e dei Ragazzi, Genova 2018

Tinkering Lab
@Città dei Bambini e dei Ragazzi, Genova 2017

Percezione e illusioni ottiche
@Città dei Bambini e dei Ragazzi, Genova 2015

Energia in gioco
@Città dei Bambini e dei Ragazzi, Genova 2011

Natur.Acqua
@Ambiente parco Brescia, 2010

Mediterranean City of Science
Bari, 2006

72 Exhibits in permanent centres

32 Cities

11 States

3 Continents

“Best exhibition award” to Simple and Complex in 2008 and “Science & Art Education Excellence Award” to Agorà in 2011 from the Shanghai Association for Science and Technology
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